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Abstract—Deep learning has become the number one research
field with a lot of effort invested in computer vision. By providing
possibilities as object detection, object tracking, and scene anno-
tation, computer vision has found a lot of applications in the real
world. In the field of sports, computer vision can be used to detect
players, track players, detect and track the ball, detect player
actions, detect objective score change, player pose estimation, etc.
In this paper, we will describe player pose estimation, tracking,
and comparison. This is particularly interesting as we can collect
poses of a player executing an action (e.g. jump shot) and use it
as a template for other players. By comparing other player’s
poses to the template poses we can provide them with the
information of the needed corrections to their action execution.
This information can help players to improve their overall action
execution sequence where they can evaluate their pose in each
video frame. The closes that the action sequence is to the template
sequence, the better the score will they achieve. This application
can be especially useful to beginners in the sport, as later on
in the career a top player can develop their style of executing
certain action sequences, thus trying to correct them might
compromise their performance. In this paper, we will discuss
player pose tracking while executing an action sequence with
pose comparison and evaluation techniques.

Index Terms—Pose estimation, pose tracking, pose comparison,
pose sequence alignment

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) has been widely applied in areas

of human activities, such as sport, exercise, dance, etc. In

these areas, ML is usually used for activity analysis, i.e.

evaluating how was some action performed, determining was

it performed correctly, and evaluating how similar was it to the

action performed by a professional. Pose estimation is a very

powerful technique to determine a persons’ pose constructed

from eighteen keypoints as shown in image 1. Collecting

sequence of person poses enables further analysis of their

actions and movement style. Meaning, we can collect two

sequences from two different persons and compare them to

calculate the difference between them. A variety of techniques

can be applied to first align the two sequences and then

calculate the difference between them. This type of analysis is

very useful while learning or training certain actions in sport,

dance moves, rehabilitation exercises, etc.

In this paper, we will explore all the necessary components

needed to establish a system that will collect a sequence of

person poses, align them with a sequence performed by a pro-

fessional, and report back feedback containing the difference

between the two sequences. The rest of the paper is organized

as follows: section II describes pose estimation methodologies

with a monocular camera along with different approaches that

combat this problem, section III describes tracking algorithms

that will enable joining detected poses in sequences in a multi-

person environment, section IV finally describes methods for

aligning and comparing sequences of poses.

Fig. 1. Standard 18 persons keypoints in pose estimation.

II. POSE ESTIMATION

Pose estimation is a heavily researched field, finding pur-

pose in action recognition, activity tracking, usage in aug-

mented reality experience, usage in animation, gaming, etc.

Different approaches have been introduced to achieve better

results in pose estimation which can generally be divided into

two categories: Single-person and Multi-person approaches

as shown in 2. The single-person approach detects the pose

of a person in an image given the position of the person

and an implicit number of keypoints, making it essentially a

regression problem. On the other hand, the objective of multi-

person approach aims to solve an unconstrained problem,

because the number and positions of persons within the image

are unknown.

A. The single-person approach

The single-person approach is classified into two frame-

works based on the keypoint prediction method: directly



Fig. 2. Taxonomy of pose estimation approaches.

regressing keypoints from the features (i.e. direct regression

based framework) or by generating heatmaps and inferencing

keypoints via heatmap (i.e. heatmap based framework).

1) Direct regression based framework: Toshev and Szegedy

presented DeepPose where they proposed a cascaded DNN

regressor for keypoints prediction directly from feature maps.

The model follows a simple architecture with convolutional

layers, followed by dense layers that produce (x, y) values

for keypoints. In [21] authors proposed the method that will

iteratively refine the model output by feeding back error

predictions, resulting in a significant increase of accuracy.

Luvizon, Tabia, and Picard propose a Soft-argmax function to

convert feature maps directly to joint coordinates by utilizing

a keypoint error distance based loss function and a context-

based structure to achieve competitive results compared to

heatmap-based framework. Sun et al. proposed a structure-

aware regression approach that adopts a reparameterized pose

representation using bones instead of joints. Bones detection

is an easier task because the bones are more primitive, more

stable, cover a bigger area, and more robust to occlusion

making it easier to learn than joints. Presented results show

a performance improvement over previous direct regression

based frameworks but are also very competitive with the

heatmap based frameworks.

2) Heatmap based framework: Rather than directly predict-

ing keypoints, an alternate approach can be used to create

heatmaps of all keypoints within the image. Additional meth-

ods are then used to construct the final stick figure as shown

in image 3. In [11] autors a graphical model with pairwise

relations to make adaptive use of local image measurements.

Using local image measurements can be used both to detect

joints and also to predict the relationships between joints.

Newell, Yang, and Deng designed a ”stacked hourglass” net-

work, closely related to encoder-decoder architecture, which

is based on the successive steps of pooling and upsampling

before producing the final set of predictions. They showed that

repeated bottom-up, top-down processing with intermediate

supervision is critical for improving the performance of human

pose detection. A stacked hourglass network was commonly

used in later research [39, 32, 33]. Adversarial PoseNet [32]

uses a discriminator to distinguish between real poses and

fake ones, which are usually the result of a complex scene

or occlusion. Discriminator learns the structure of the stick

figure, where he can decide if a pose is real (reasonable as

body shape) or fake. Discriminator output is then used to

further train the pose estimation model. Chu et al. employed

a multi-context attention mechanism which will focus on the

global consistency of the full human body and description

for different body parts. Additionally, they introduce a novel

Hourglass Residual Unit to increase the receptive field of the

network. Martinez et al. introduce a baseline for 3D human

pose estimation that uses an hourglass network to predict

2D keypoints which are then fed into a simple feed-forward

network, outputting a 3d keypoints prediction.

Fig. 3. Heatmap pose estimation.

B. The multi-person approach

The multi-person approach is a more complex task because

the number and positions of persons within the image are

not given, thus the framework has to detect keypoints and

assemble an unknown number of persons. To combat this

task, two pipelines have been proposed: top-down pipeline and

bottom-up pipeline.

1) Top-down pipeline: The top-down pipeline starts by

detecting all persons within an image, producing bounding

boxes. The next step uses the detected bounding boxes and

performs a single-person approach on each of them. The

single-person approach will produce keypoints for each person

that is detected, after which the pipeline may involve additional

steps of post processing and improving final results as shown

in image 4. The first top-down method was proposed by

Toshev and Szegedy where authors used a face detector based

model to determine the human body bounding box. The

next stage involved a multi-stage cascade DNN based join

coordinate regressor to estimate joint coordinates. He et al.

build a segmentation model as an extension of Faster R-CNN

[19] model by adding a branch for predicting object mask.

The robustness of the proposed model made it easy to use

the model for the human pose estimation where it achieved

state-of-the-art results. Mask R-CNN simultaneously predicts



Fig. 4. The top-down pipeline in multi-person approach for pose estimation.

human bounding box and human keypoints, thus making the

detection faster by sharing the features of the underlying

model. Radosavovic et al. exploited omni-supervised learning

that involves data augmentation prediction on unlabeled data,

later used as additional data to train the model. Experiments

were performed on the Mask R-CNN model and produced a

robust detector able to apply self-training techniques to chal-

lenging real-world data. Fang et al. exploited the sensitivity of

single-person pose estimation to bounding box detection. By

employing a Symmetric Spatial Transformer Network (SSTN)

and Pose-Guided Proposals Generator (PGPG) authors created

a method that is able to handle inaccurate bounding boxes and

redundant detections.

2) Bottom-up multi-person pipeline: The bottom-up

pipeline works like a reversed top-down pipeline. The

bottom-up pipeline starts by detecting all the keypoints,

which are then associated with human instances as shown in

image 5. Compared to the top-down pipeline, the bottom-up

pipeline is likely to be faster because it does not detect human

bounding boxes and run pose estimation for each human

detection separately.

The bottom-up multi-person pipeline for pose estimation

was first proposed by Pishchulin et al. They formulated

it as a joint subset partitioning and labeling problem. The

model jointly infers the number of people, their poses, spa-

tial proximity, and part level occlusions. Their formulation

implicitly performs non-maximum suppression on the set of

part candidates and groups them to form configurations of

body parts respecting geometric and appearance constraints.

Insafutdinov et al. improved the method proposed in [27] by

using a deeper neural network to achieve better body part

detections, introducing a novel image-conditioned pairwise

terms between body parts that improve the performance in

complex scenes, and achieving faster pose estimation by

combining the previous components. Insafutdinov et al. further

improved the method from [22] by simplifying and sparsi-

fying the body-part relationship graph and leveraging recent

methods for faster inference, and by offloading a large share

of the reasoning about body-part association onto a feed-

forward convolutional architecture. Cao et al. proposed a non-

parametric representation, referred to as Part Affinity Fields

(PAFs), to learn to associate body parts with individuals in

the image. Their model generates a set of confidence maps for

body part locations, and a set of vector fields of part affinities,

which are finally parsed by greedy inference to output the key-

points. Zhu, Jiang, and Luo presented an improved approach

based on PAFs by including a deeper pre-trained model on

COCO [12] dataset and introducing redundant PAFs which

increases the robustness of joint connections. Newell, Huang,

and Deng proposed associative embeddings, a method that

simultaneously outputs detection and group assignments. The

embeddings serve as tags that encode grouping: detection with

similar tags should be grouped, i.e. body joints with similar

tags should be grouped to form a single person. Findings show

the method outperformed methods of likes [30, 37, 27], but

also a top-down method proposed in [34].

C. Oclusion

Occlusion is the prevailing problem in human pose esti-

mation problem and a couple of works tried to tackle the

problem. Iqbal and Gall considered multi-person pose estima-

tion as a joint-to-person association problem and used linear

programming to resolve the association problem for each

person. Chen et al. proposed a novel network structure called

Cascaded Pyramid Network (CPN) that includes GlobalNet

and RefineNet. GlobalNet is used to localize simple visible

keypoints, and RefineNet is used to handle hard invisible or



Fig. 5. The bottom-up pipeline in multi-person approach for pose estimation.

occluded keypoints. Fang et al. used Non-Maximum Suppres-

sion to solve the occlusion problem and eliminates redundant

poses, the problem raised from redundant detections. A similar

approach was implemented in [41] to eliminate redundant

detections.

D. Metrics

In the early works, the metric that was widely used was

the Percentage of Coorreclty estimated body Parts (PCP) [3],

where a limb is considered detected and a correct part if the

distance between the two, predicted joint locations, and the

true limb joint location is at most half of the length (PCP

at 0.5). Another widely used metric is PCK (probability of

correct keypoint) [10] and its variant PCKh. In both metrics,

a joint is considered detected and correct part if it falls

within a certain amount of pixels from the ground truth joint,

determined by the height and the width of the person bounding

box (or person’s head in the case of PCKh). More recent

metrics include Percentage of Detected Joints (PDJ) [13] and

Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS) [42]. PDJ considered a joint

correctly detected if the distance between the predicted and

the true joint is within a certain fraction of the bounding

box diagonal. OKS is calculated from the distance between

predicted points and ground truth points normalized by the

scale of the person. The OKS metrics only show how close

the predicted keypoint is to the ground truth, with a value

from 0 to 1. Calculating the final performance usually involves

thresholding the OKS metrics and calculating the Average

Precision (AP) and Average Recall (AR) scores.

III. TRACKING

Multiple object tracking (MOT) is well researched problem

and in this paper, we will present the most important methods

used to achieve state-of-the-art performance. Generally, a mul-

tiple object tracking problem involves using detected bounding

boxes of an object and a method that associates them between

sequences of frames, thus producing object trajectories. The

taxonomy of tracking methods used in this paper is shown on

image 6.

A. Motion based tracking

Motion based tracking or tracking where objects are tracked

by their motion or trajectories. Well known example is by

using the Kalman filter to estimate the position of a linear

Fig. 6. Taxonomy of tracking methods.

system, assuming that the errors are Gaussian. Kalman filter

is usually incorporated with different kinds of techniques

for object feature representation or improvement in target

position estimation [18, 1, 51, 79]. One of the most popular

tracking systems that use the Kalman filter is SORT [20]

which additionally uses the Hungarian algorithm to perform

data association (connecting bounding boxes across frames).

In some works [60, 15, 52, 85] optical flow was used to

perform object tracking by separating the moving foreground

objects from the background and generating an optical flow

field vector for the moving object between subsequent frames.

Other works, such as [40, 57, 53, 80], employed Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN) to learn object movement behavior

and use it for object tracking, usually applied on the bounding

box coordinates.

B. Feature based tracking

Feature based tracking or tracking where objects are tracked

by feature representation of their appearance, ie. object color,

texture, shape, etc. Wojke, Bewley, and Paulus improved the

method proposed in [20] by introducing deep association

metric. It is accomplished by capturing object feature repre-

sentation within the bounding box to enable object tracking

through longer periods of occlusions, thus reducing the number

of identity switches. Following works, such as [71, 81, 61], fo-

cused on improving object associations between frames using

different methods or constructing a single model to perform

object tracking and association. Further improvements were

made by segmenting objects within the detected bounding box

to eliminate unnecessary information (background, other ob-

jects, etc.) as proposed in [73], and subsequent improvements

of the new approach [83, 82, 86].

C. Pose Tracking

Iqbal, Milan, and Gall first formulated the problem of multi-

person pose estimation and tracking and introduced a challeng-

ing ”Multi-Person PoseTrack” dataset. The authors proposed a

baseline method for solving this problem by representing body

joint detection with a spatio-temporal graph and solving an

integer linear program to partition the graph into sub-graphs



Fig. 7. Example of a scene where a player detection and tracking is executed.

that correspond to plausible body pose trajectories for each

person. Xiu et al. proposed a PoseFlow method that consists of

two techniques, namely, Pose Flow Builder (PF-Builder) and

Pose Flow non-maximum suppression (PF-NMS). PF-Builder

is used to associate the cross-frame poses that indicate the

same person by iteratively constructing pose flow using a slid-

ing window, where PF-NMS takes pose flow as a unit in NMS

processing thus stabilizing the tracking. Doering, Iqbal, and

Gall proposed a temporal model that predicts Temporal Flow

Fields, i.e. vectors fields which indicate the direction where

each body joint is going to move between two subsequent

frames. Raaj et al. build upon Part Affinity Fields (PAF) [30]

representation and propose an architecture that can encode and

predict Spatio-Temporal Affinity Fields (STAF). Their model

encodes change in position and orientation of keypoints across

time in a recurrent fashion, i.e. the network ingests STAF

heatmaps from previous frames and estimates those for the

current frame. Bao et al. proposed a pose-guided tracking-

by-detection framework that fuses pose information into both

video human detection and human association procedures. The

framework adopts the pose-guided person location prediction

in the detection stage, thus exploiting the temporal information

to make up missing detections. Furthermore, the authors

propose PoseGCN for person association, a model task that

exploits the human structural relations in addition to a person’s

global features. Bazarevsky et al. focused on creating a light-

weight single-person pose estimation and tracking method.

They followed the top-down pipeline and used a face detector

along with certain calculations to determine a person’s bound-

ing box’s width and height, making the detection fast. In the

pose estimation step, the authors adopted a combined heatmap,

offset, and regression approach where heatmaps and offset

loss are only used in training. Kong et al. proposed a frame-

work that consists of the Pose-based Triple Stream Networks

(PTSN) and a multi-state online matching algorithm. PTSN is

responsible for calculating the similarity scores between the

history tracklets and the candidate detection in the current

frame, where the scores come from three network streams that

model three pose clues, i.e., pose-based appearance, motions,

and athletes’ interactions.

Fig. 8. A 3-dimensional plot visualization of joints in space and time when
executing a jump shot.

D. Metrics

Evaluation of tracking algorithms usually involves a couple

of metrics. The most basic metric is the number of ID

switches (IDs) [7] that count how many times an algorithm

switched (or lost) object ID. The most widely used met-

ric is Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) [2] that

combines three error sources: false positives missed targets

and identity switches into a single number. Another popular

metric is Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) [2]

that calculates misalignment between the annotated and the

predicted bounding boxes. The metric Mostly Tracked targets

(MT) [5] measure the completeness of tracking by calculating

the ratio of ground-truth trajectories that are covered by a

track hypothesis for at least 80% of their respective life span.

Complementary to MT is the ML metric, or Mostly Lost

targets [5], which calculates the ratio of track hypothesis that

are covered for at most 20% of their respective life span.

IV. POSE COMPARISON

Pose comparison is a complex problem that aims to provide

insight into the difference between two poses. This could be

useful for finding images with similar poses as the target pose,

comparing the target pose with a template pose to determine

the accuracy of certain action execution (eg. executing a yoga

pose), etc. A vast combination of pose data (i.e. person size,

person position within the image, keypoint misdetection, etc.)

only complicates the task of pose comparison.

A. Spatial alignment and normalization

Given that the images can be different sizes, a person can

appear in a different part of the image, a preprocessing step is

needed to enable consistent pose comparison. The first step is

to resize and scale a bounding box cropped person detection to

a consistent size. The second step is to normalize the resulting

keypoints coordinates by treating them as an L2 normalized

vector array. Additionally, the poses can be alignment by a

chosen pose point (e.g. point between the hips [70]) or by

procrustes analysis as in [8, 72, 31, 58].



Fig. 9. Two frames of tracked player executing a jump shop where poses are estimated after performing necessary transformation.

B. Pose comparison

A simple approach to compare poses is using cosine simi-

larity [44] that computes the similarity between two vectors,

wherein these case vectors contain pose coordinates. The

output of the calculation is -1 if they are exactly opposite

and 1 if they are exactly the same. With a few calculations

we arrive at scores: pose cosine distance that indicates pose

similarity, and euclidean distance that indicates how different

are the poses. The previous approach can be further improved

by using keypoint confidence score, where a higher confi-

dence score will have a bigger effect on the distance, and

a lower confidence score will have less effect respectively, as

expressed in [54] and used in [49]. Borkar, Pulinthitha, and

Pansare proposed Matchpose, an approach that calculates the

difference between angles of joints for pose comparison. For

example, Matchpose can distinguish if arm position is inwards

on outwards and use it to calculate similarity score.

C. Aligning sequence of poses

Pose comparison is performed on only two poses, but

when we want to compare differences while two persons are

performing the same action, we need to compare sequences

of poses to determine the similarity of action execution.

Sequences usually have different lengths and we only want

to compare certain periods where an action is performed, so

the main problem in this area is aligning starting poses for

both sequences. A simple approach is using a sliding window

Fig. 10. Euclidean distance vs DTW comparison on two series that follow
the same pattern. By calculating Euclidean distance to match the series we
apply the one-to-one match, and the series are not correctly aligned. DTW
overcomes the issue by applying one-to-many match so that the troughs
and peaks with the same pattern are perfectly matched [Wiki Commons:
File:Euclidean vs DTW.jpg].



Fig. 11. Aligning poses based on the points which are calculated as midpoint between the hips of the two poses. After aligning the poses we can visualize
the difference in the second pose compare to the first one. The first image shows the template pose, while the second image shows the pose that we are trying
to align. The third image shows the aligned pose from the second image, and the last image shows the needed corrections to the second pose when comparing
to the template pose.

Fig. 12. Finding an appropriate sequence of poses by finding a window with a minimal distance of the two sequences.

approach where a window will capture action execution frames

from the first sequence and find the window on the second

sequence. The window will be slid across the second sequence

to find the window of frames where the total distance between

poses is minimal, as shown in image 12. As the poses

can be viewed as multi-variate time series, a method called

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [4] can be used to align

sequences. DTW allows temporal sequences to be locally

shifted, contracted, and stretched, and under some boundary

and monotonicity constraints, it searches for a global optimal

alignment path. DTW is a popular method because of its

robustness against variation in speed or style in performing an

action and is frequently used in the context of pose alignment

[6, 16, 48, 35, 88]. An example of aligning two simple

series by Euclidean Matching and DTW Matching is shown

on image 10. Vemulapalli, Arrate, and Chellappa proposed a

combination of DTW method and a Fourier Temporal Pyramid

(FTP) [9] to construct a classifier for action recognition.

Another method used for alining poses is Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT) which reveals periodicities in input data as

well as the relative strengths of any periodic components and

is commonly used in action recognition [59] or style transfer

[29].

D. Action style

Capturing the style of action execution across a sequence

of frames is a challenging task. This task aims to describe

how a person is performing a certain action (eg. punch,

kick, running, jump, etc.) and recognize which are the most

notable features of action execution. This can be used to

help improve a person’s action execution by pointing out

differences compared to a target action execution but also

be used for person identification. Kviatkovsky, Shimshoni,

and Rivlin used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to

decrease the dimensionality of an action sequence and create a

representation that is compact and less noisy, and additionally,

they applied Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) on the PCA-

transformed representations to improve person identification,

which is the ultimate goal of their paper. Recent works [63, 76]

focused on creating an embedding for representing persons’

style, which offers a number of interesting possibilities as is

representing certain style in high dimensionality space as a

vector that enables measuring ”style distance” between them.

V. ACTION COMPARISON IN SPORT

Hachaj, Piekarczyk, and Ogiela used motion sensors to

capture karate action poses. They focused on improving the



Fig. 13. Tenis shot evaluation - Visualizations of spatial, rotational, and temporal features with arrows. a The distance between the right and left feet, and
the height of the left hand [67]

DTW method by normalizing distances between joints of two

poses. The overall quality of action execution is measured as

the median value of dynamic time warping normalized dis-

tances (DTWND). Oshita et al. used motion sensors to capture

persons’ keypoints while executing an action sequence. They

collected a couple of sequences performing tennis forehand

shot by professionals and compared them to action sequences

performed by a novice. They extracted three crucial pose

positions from the sequence to show the comparison, and

the comparison was calculated as the difference between one-

dimensional feature vector containing spatial, rotational, and

temporal features based on the key sporting poses. Starting and

ending pose for a sequence was calculated based on the middle

pose, or the timing of hitting the ball, thus both sequences

were aligned and ready for comparison. Example of their work

is shown on image 13. Subsequent work [66] focused on

improving motion visualization introducing new methods to

visualize trajectories to create a more understandable compar-

ison. Voulodimos, Rallis, and Doulamis used motion capture

technologies as well as physically based modeling principles

to introduce two methods for selecting key poses from the

sequence: a clustering-based method for the selection of the

basic primitives of choreography, and a kinematics-based

approach that generates meaningful summaries at hierarchical

levels of granularity. Rallis et al. build upon an idea similar

to [84] and proposed a Bidirectional LSTM neural network

to classify a short sequence of poses to determine to which

basic primitive of choreography the poses belong. Deb et al.

employed OpenPose pose estimation network to detect the

pose of dancers performing a specific dance move. Then

the pose is compared to a gallery of pre-recorded poses to

determine similarity score using a weighted Cosine distance.

Kamel et al. used a depth camera and custom CNN neural

network for pose estimation in Tai Chi training. The system

evaluates participants’ action against a template motion by

counting out 15 seconds and starting template motion at 0.

Scores are computed for all body parts and presented to the

participant. They proved the significant benefits of the system

by evaluating the system against two groups: one learning by

watching videos, and the other by using the training system.

Several works [24, 28] explored using hidden Markov Models

for gesture recognition and evaluation, where each hidden

state is associated with a collection of similar body poses

and a transition model encapsulates sequences of body-part

configurations. Yasser et al. detected the misplaced joints of

the athletes while lifting. It compared different models to see

which one was more accurate in classifying correct postures

in fundamental lifts such as deadlifts, shoulder presses, and

squats. Wu and Koike developed a martial art training system

based on real-time human pose forecasting while using VR to

show the predicted movements of the trainees. It used recurrent

networks (LSTM) to learn the temporal features of human

motion and passes them to the 3D recovery network.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the research on the task of pose

comparison, pose alignment, and sequence comparison. Most

of the presented research was conducted using motion sensors

to collect persons’ poses because it offers high accuracy and

smooth movement of the keypoints across time. Managing

the same level of accuracy and consistency using only one

camera to estimate a person’s pose is a very challenging task,

but ultimately a cheaper and easier solution to apply in real-

world situations. Future research should focus on employing



pose estimation models and applying certain techniques to

improve the consistency of detections and creating a smooth

movement sequence. Techniques for pose comparison provide

a good baseline for calculating the differences between key-

points. However, those methods assume that all poses have

the same body proportions. Even though some papers tried to

combat this issue, further progress can be made by creating

and introducing body proportions invariant method for pose

comparison. Another problem worth addressing is the speed

of executing an action or part of the action. If two persons

perform tennis forehand shot at different speeds but both with

the same hand trajectory, the techniques described in this paper

will not recognize this behavior, especially if it happens in only

a certain part of the action. This is really important because

the action was performed correctly trajectory-wise, but needs

a different kind of correction, i.e. speed of action execution.
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